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 The use of non-national legal information as an element of 
influence in authoritative rule interpretation.  

 

 One indicator of legal authority 

 
 *** *** *** 

 Can take a number of forms: meetings, phone 
conversations, emails, reading, citations, reservations  

 

 Need NOT be fair, equal, reciprocal. Interaction (Pasquet). 

 

 Can be vertical or horizontal (or both) 

 

 Can be confirmative, corrective, weak or strong (Guerra). 
 

 

 



 TJD is an attempt at legitimation 

 

What legitimates legal decision-

making, and how and why is this 

changing? 



 Problems are increasingly transnational 

 

 Legal authority is increasingly “vertical” 

 

 Courts, judges and societies are increasingly aware that peers 
face similar issues 

 

 Ease of communication is falling (information/technology) 

 

 As a result*: courts/judges seems to have intensified their 
communication transnationally 

 
 *no one has a handle on causation 



 Time (is TJD new? Accelerating?) 
 Space 

› Bolivia  compared to Venezuela? 

› Canada compared to the United States? 

› Denmark compared to Sweden? 

› Latin  American compared to Eastern Europe? 

 System: 
› Common law compared to civil law? 

 Issues: 
› Human rights 

› New issues (marriage discrimination; LGBT rights) 

 What are the conditions under which it is seen as 
legitimate? 

 What are the effects if any on outcomes? 

 
 



 National structures: Constitutions that invite or 
require judges to take note of foreign and/or 

international law (Mollahem) 

 

 Regional structures: authoritative bodies, 
obligatory rules, desire for common 

interpretation 

 

 Judges just want to solve problems, and some 

are “harder” than others. (Ld. Carnsworth) 

 

 



 Some courts are constructed as “authorities” 
and others are not. (Traisbach) 
› Capacities 

› Reputation 

› Peers 

 

 Some polities demand external validation of 
controversial issues, others do not. 
› (in)stability, transitioning (von Bogdandy) 

› The politics of internationalism/localism 

 

 Some judges may have more internationalist 
ambitions, others may not (Mak). 



 Oneself (“comfort”) (Ld. Carnworth) 

 Colleagues on the court (J.Nussberger, 

J.Mose) 

*** *** *** 

 Parties to the dispute 

 Higher courts, lower courts 

 Other branches of government 

 The public 

 



 What you “need” to cite depends on 

who you “need” to persuade.  

 Hypothesis:  

 

› Europe: the more “public” the decision, the 

less “transjudicial” the public judgment. 

 

› Transitional countries/newly independent 

courts: the more “public” the decision, the 

more transjudicial the judgment. 

 



 Interview/survey judges (Nollkaemper et al) 

› Advantages: direct from the source 

› Disadvantages: 

 Likely to over-emphasize legal problem solving 

 Likely to under-emphasize broader context 

 Count/code citations (Gentili, Mak, van den Eynde) 

› Advantages: see trends, systematize 

comparisons 

› Disadvantage: only a proxy for dialog, influence 

 

 



 Network approaches: 
› Infer status from network configurations.  

 Cases 

 Judges 

 Courts 

 Experiments? 

 Automated text analyses.   
› Can match for similarities in language and 

reasoning.  

› Because not all citations are explicit. 

 

 



 Quality: “Better” decisions through 
collective intelligence 

 

 Substance:  
› Decisions: Different decisions than national 

dialogs produce 

› Systemic: effect on unity, consistency, efficiency, 
cosmopolitanism (Raventos) 

 

 Legitimacy: More (or less?) legitimate 
decisions than national dialog produces 
(political and societal reactions key) 



 The conditions under which legitimation is likely to 

be strengthened by non-national authority 

 

 Whether society demands external legal validation 

from their courts 

 

 What the consequences are of such validation 

 

 Transjudicial dialog is only important as a window 

into these bigger problems 


